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IN THE HOTEL
FOR 46 hours Sydney lawyer David Jacobs' salvation -- as Muslim terrorists prowled outside his
Mumbai hotel room -- was his BlackBerry.
Hiding in a closet, Mr Jacobs exchanged a stream of emails with his family in Vaucluse and two
security experts in the US as his life hung in the balance.
The emails are a remarkable real-time record of bravery, humour and grace under pressure as
he sought information about the terrorists, weighed up his options to escape and received advice
on what to do if captured by the gunmen.
Outside his 16th floor room, Mr Jacobs wrote, he could hear regular gunfire and explosions.
At one stage, he tied sheets together in case he had to flee through the window.
The drama began in the early hours of Thursday morning, when the senior partner at law firm
Baker & McKenzie phoned his wife, Jenny, in Sydney to tell her the Hotel Oberoi he was staying
at in Mumbai was under attack.
There was a fire in the hotel and smoke was filling his room. He didn't know whether he was
going to make it out alive.
``I heard the phone ringing about quarter to four in the morning,'' Mrs Jacobs said.
``He said, `I don't know if I'm going to get out of this and I love you and I love the kids, and
we've had a great life together'.
``He was on the 16th floor and couldn't find a way out.''
But the fire subsided and Mr Jacobs spent the next 46 hours, desperately keeping the lines of
communication open with his family and two security advisers, hired by his firm, who were in
contact with Indian authorities at the highest levels.
The emails were provided to The Sunday Telegraph by his family after his release yesterday.
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Mr Jacobs, 58, who was in Mumbai on business for his firm, told in the emails how he
barricaded himself in his room, pushing heavy furniture against the door before turning the
lights off and hiding in the closet.
He had been about to go to the hotel restaurant for dinner when he heard gunfire and
explosions.
``Gun battle continuing,'' he wrote. ``Sounds strange. Almost like a one-on-one fight. Someone
seems to be firing from almost outside my room.''
Another email, a few hours later, read: ``Lots of shooting. Back in the closet in case of stray
bullets.''
In another, he wrote: ``Big explosion. Phone rang but decided not to answer it.''
Mr Jacobs was assigned security advisers from a private firm in the US who maintained contact
throughout the ordeal, keeping him informed about the progress of the rescue team along with
information on what to do if there was a fire or if he came into face-to-face contact with
terrorists.
The US advisers, who cannot be named for security reasons, provided him with the best escape
routes and advice according to the latest intelligence.
``Should an unlikely scenario play out where you are located by a terrorist first, you are best
suited to comply at the initial contact,'' one email states.
``They are as nervous as you are and will be at their most intense with you at the initial
contact.
``If you are taken by terrorists, you need to plan escape. Look for exits along your travel path.
Pay attention to make sure they are not locked or blocked.
``Making such a move is a huge decision. When you make it, commit to it and don't hesitate.''
Mr Jacobs' son, Adam, 26, said his dad kept his spirits up by making lots of ``unfunny dad
jokes'' in his emails.
In one, Mr Jacobs joked that he didn't think he would see a hostage movie for a while.
``My favourite was when he said, `I'm getting pretty hungry but the room service in this hotel
is terrible','' Adam Jacobs said.
``We started calling him Indiana Jacobs. We're very proud of the way he handled the situation
and will forever feel safe with him at home.''
Mr Jacobs survived on herbal tea, mini-bar supplies and three plums from the hotel's welcoming
food basket..
``Doesn't sound like the end is near but I'm napping and drinking herbal tea and won't move,''
he said in another email. ``Dodging bullets isn't really my thing.''
* More stories Page 7 Sunday Agenda
EMAILS FROM THE OBEROI HOTEL
Email exchanges between Australian lawyer David Jacobs, trapped in the Oberoi Hotel, his
family at Vaucluse, and American security analysts hired by his company in the US who liaised
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with Indian authorities on his rescue
Thursday, 27 Nov
David Jacobs Sorry to mess everyone's day up. All quiet at the moment. I'm starting to write my
story but too many emails keep coming in. But I love tours. Mum OK?
Adam Jacobs Mum's doing OK, it helps to regularly hear from you. Latest news is that it appears
the hostage situation is continuing at the Oberoi; it seems the military are still in there. I think
they may be holding hostages on the 18th floor (although the report was confusing, it also may
have been the Taj). Advise you to stay put.
David They'll never find me in the cupboard! 2 big explosions very close. I'm sure it's the cavalry
as it sounds very methodical.
Adam Jacobs OK - keep your head low, your hopes high, and keep us posted!
David I think I can hear doors opening somewhere around ... Fighting just picked up ... .
David Got any intel as to what is going on? Any idea where the bad guys are? Lots of shooting.
Back in the closet in case of stray bullets.
Analyst B The National Security Guard (NSG) is cleaning your hotel now. They are an elite
hostage rescue team. They have pass keys but may require force to clear barricades. Be ready
to hear, smell or see anything. It shouldn't be much longer.
David Gun battling continuing. Sounds strange. Almost like a one-on-one fight. Someone seems
to be firing from almost outside my room ... Doesn't sound like the end is near but I'm napping
and drinking herbal tea and won't move. Dodging bullets isn't really my thing.
David Big explosion. Phone rang but decided not to answer it. Correct?
Analyst B Those are most likely diversionary devices being deployed by the rescue team as they
enter a new floor or major hallway.
David Made myself a nice cup of tea. Another blast but a bit farther away. Think I can come out
of my closet and into the room?
Analyst A Your call on navigating the room. Stay quiet. New shots being fired at the Taj.
David Reports say they're on 19th. If we knew this was reliable and nowhere else, I could exit
provided the authorities didn't shoot me first. Still think the closet is the best option.
Analyst A If you are taken by the terrorists and are able to stay unrestrained and with your
shoes you need to play escape. Many of the Taj hostages escaped in the confusion. Making such
a move is a huge decision. When you make it, commit to it and don't hesitate.
David Two fire stairs, one on southwest of building and other on northeast. Any intelligence
which would be safer?
Analyst A No intel to give you best option.
Friday, 28 Nov
David Shooting gallery outside my room. Impossible to sleep!
Adam CNN reports that the gun battle is over, but I think you're in a better position to comment
on that than CNN.
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They also report there may be a fire on level 4.
David Gun battle in full swing. Yuk re fire.
Adam OK, hang tight. It seems as though things are getting closer to the end ... you're doing a
great job, pa!
David Haven't fired a shot! I don't think I'll go to a hostage movie for a while. Xxx.
Adam Haha dad, no. News that there are a fair amount of special ops in there.
Analyst A David, I just talked to the outside coordinators within the Indian government and they
advise they want all persons still in the hotel to stay where they are with doors locked until
either the army or the commandos come for you. This was as of about three minutes ago. Still
unsafe and forces in the building are trying to focus on the one remaining problem. Hang in
there.
David Still nervous about my possible key in the door.
Analyst B Don't worry about it. It's much better to leave it in than to open that door without
good guys on the outside. All odds are in your favour now.
David OK, but if he lets himself in and shoots me dead, I'm going to be very cranky with your
recommendation!
David They're still trying to get him. Three single shots a minute apart. No other movement
apparent.
Analyst B They've got them isolated. Stand by for evacuation. They are acting like they are
moving people fast.
Running speed.
David Nothing happened so far re evacuation. Can't hear any activity. You got any reports?
Analyst B They're saying they will be done in an hour but I'm not convinced.
David OK, they are in room. Evacuation process started. Will take a while as they are checking
every room and I'm waiting in mine while they are doing it.
Analyst B Great news. We will start next phase immediately. Stay alert to commands and what's
going on around you. Situational awareness.
David In holding room with five others. Some of their party were killed at the cafe I was going to
but didn't. Lucky break.
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